
Save money and cut CO 2 by less green
subsidy,bans and taxes

My critics here complain that I urge a big rethink of the  UK government’s
green policies without challenging their CO 2 beliefs. As I explain so often
I am out to get urgent and necessary change so need to find common ground
with Ministers.
I can now show some proof that this can work. By making the argument that we
will help cut world CO 2 by getting out more of our own oil and gas instead
of importing LNG government has been persuaded to change its policy. They now
need to get on with production licences for Rosebank, Cambo and the others.
These will bring more tax revenue, more well paid jobs and big balance of
payments savings.

I and other MPs have persuaded the government to drop the damaging idea of a
hydrogen tax, a further levy on already high energy bills. They should also
drop the state spending. Hydrogen  technology may well prove to be a good way
of fuelling transport and storing renewable electricity. Let the market
decide. Let venture capital and large company investment develop it.

Given the large proposed borrowings and the need for tax cuts to cut
inflation and expand capacity the government should reconsider its planned
huge spend of £20 bn on carbon capture and storage. This is a world challenge
where once again we need more private sector investment to see how it can
work. At least delay it for a couple of years whilst inflation is brought
down and growth improved.

They could suspend the roll out of free smart meters. Most who want one have
got one now. Going forward those who want one could agree to its costs being
added to future bills, spread out over a suitable time.
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